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12Abstract Collaboration scripts facilitate social and cognitive processes of collaborative
13learning by shaping the way learners interact with each other. Computer-supported
14collaboration scripts generally suffer from the problem of being restrained to a specific
15learning platform. A standardization of collaboration scripts first requires a specification of
16collaboration scripts that integrates multiple perspectives from computer science, education
17and psychology. So far, only few and limited attempts at such specifications have been
18made. This paper aims to consolidate and expand these approaches in light of recent
19findings and to propose a generic framework for the specification of collaboration scripts.
20The framework enables a description of collaboration scripts using a small number of
21components (participants, activities, roles, resources and groups) and mechanisms (task
22distribution, group formation and sequencing).
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26 Q2Introduction

27Successful collaborative learning depends upon effective interaction amongst learners.
28However, when learners are left to their own devices, they rarely engage in productive
29interactions such as asking each other questions, explaining and justifying their opinions,
30articulating their reasoning, or elaborating and reflecting upon their knowledge (Barron
312003). Collaboration scripts aim to foster collaborative learning by shaping the way in
32which learners interact with one another. In specifying a sequence of learning activities,
33together with appropriate roles for the learners, collaboration scripts are designed to
34trigger engagement in social and cognitive activities that would otherwise occur rarely or
35not at all.
36Collaboration scripts have become fairly popular within educational science, especially
37in the domain of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL), where they have been
38used in various settings, including face-to-face, web-based as well as mobile contexts
39(Fischer et al. 2007; MOSIL 2004). Computer-supported collaboration scripts carry the
40additional benefit of reducing the coordinative effort both on the teachers’ and the students’
41part. Computers may, for instance, keep track of the students’ position within the script
42sequence, alert or prompt students to engage in specific activities, and provide additional
43information and resources when needed. Furthermore, once programmed, computer-
44supported scripts can be reused as many times and with as many students as desired.
45However, computer-supported scripts are generally so intrinsically interwoven with their
46particular environment that they suffer from the problem of being neither portable to
47another learning environment nor reusable in another context. While this may seem to be an
48issue of merely practical relevance, it points at a more fundamental problem: How can we
49define a script independent from its particular implementation in a computer-supported
50learning environment? Without an answer to this question, systematic research on
51collaboration scripts is difficult because we cannot differentiate between effects from the
52script and effects from its particular computational implementation. For this, a specification
53of computer-supported collaboration scripts is needed, addressing concerns from both
54research and practice.
55In this paper, we propose a framework for the specification of collaboration scripts
56resulting from collaborative research by educational scientists, cognitive psychologists
57and computer scientists. By this means, we hope to have arrived at a framework that is
58not biased by any one particular theoretical perspective. We have also tried to take into
59account a wide range of scripts (following the macro- & micro-script distinction by
60Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006), some of which will be used as examples in this paper for
61illustration of the framework and as models of good practice for educators. Script
62designers may find this paper useful in that we provide a detailed description of script
63components and mechanisms that can be used as a reference. As the framework serves as
64a conceptual basis for the computational formalization of computer-supported collabo-
65rative scripts, it should also appeal to computer scientists interested in educational
66modelling languages.

67 Q2Fostering specific collaborative learning activities through scripts

68Collaboration scripts are based on the scripted cooperation approach (O’Donnell and
69Dansereau 1992) which differs from other collaborative learning approaches chiefly in the
70fact that it focuses on the specific activities that learners are expected to engage in, whereas
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71others leave them unspecified or vague (O’Donnell 1999). In targeting those activities that
72have emerged from research findings in cognitive and educational psychology as being
73strongly related to learning (e.g., Cohen 1994; King 2006; Webb and Palincsar 1996),
74scripts are assumed to lead to higher level cognitive processing and therefore to better
75learning outcomes. Some of the activities most recurrently referred to are elaboration,
76explanation, argumentation and question asking.
77Elaboration is characterized by relating new ideas and concepts to that which is already
78known, making it personally more meaningful and expanding it in multiple ways, such as
79adding details, giving examples, making analogies, creating visualizations and predicting
80outcomes. The benefits of elaboration to learning are well documented (e.g., van Boxtel et
81al. 2000). High quality elaboration involves a reorganization of the learner’s knowledge and
82can, for instance, be promoted by contrasting concepts rather than by simply creating
83personal examples or expanding on the effects of concepts (Hamilton 1997).
84Good explanations go beyond simply giving a step-by-step solution insofar as they also
85articulate the explainer’s reasoning and elaborate on the concept (Bargh and Schul 1980).
86Giving explanations fosters learning in that it prompts learners to check for inconsistencies
87and knowledge gaps as well as to reorganize and clarify the material in order to meet the
88target audience’s knowledge level (e.g., Webb 1989). In order to benefit from explanations
89that they receive, learners should try to apply the help given until they reach the point
90where they are able to solve a problem on their own (Webb et al. 1995). Q3
91Argumentation involves the generation of claims or assertions and their justification with
92evidence. Although arguments are primarily intended to convince someone else of one’s
93own position, they are also effective in promoting self-explanations and deeper
94understanding of a subject (Baker 2003). In constructing arguments, learners must actively
95search for knowledge with which they can support their claim. In order to arrive at strong
96arguments that cannot easily be refuted, learners need to reflect upon their own
97understanding and check for possible ambiguity and inconsistencies in their statements.
98Furthermore, collaborative learners construct and exchange arguments, counter-arguments
99and replies in discourse, in which learners challenge and refine their knowledge (Leitão Q3
1002000).
101Question asking can foster comprehension by elaborating on content and can,
102furthermore, help to monitor comprehension by checking for errors in understanding
103(Palincsar and Brown 1994; King 1994). It can also be used for eliciting information that is Q3
104needed in order to fill in gaps in knowledge (as in ‘help seeking’). Question asking is
105frequently assigned as an activity in collaborative learning. However, when learners are
106simply asked to engage in question asking, they typically ask rather simple, factual
107questions that require little cognitive effort. Research has identified a number of strategies
108(e.g., providing generic example questions or making use of question starters) to help
109learners generate more effective, thought-provoking questions (see Rosenshine et al. 1996, Q3
110for an overview).
111To conclude, the role of activities in collaborative learning is of central importance, since
112the type of activities induced has a strong impact on the cognitive processes evoked.
113Nevertheless, it is not simply what the learners do, but also how they do it, that is predictive
114of the learning outcomes. While all collaboration scripts aim at promoting these desired
115activities in the learners’ interaction, there appear to be general differences that lead
116researchers to distinguish macro- from micro-scripts (e.g., Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006).
117Macro-scripts typically differ from micro-scripts in the level of granularity (i.e., activities
118typically describe longer time segments compared to micro-scripts). Micro-scripts, on the
119other hand, tend to provide a higher degree of scaffolding (additional instructional support
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120for facilitating tasks that exceed the learner’s current level of competence) with sentence
121starters, question prompts or detailed descriptions that may gradually be faded out as
122learners become more competent (Kollar et al. 2006; Pea 2004, on scaffolding and fading).
123Generally speaking, macro-scripts take a rather top–down and pedagogical approach to
124structuring interaction (emphasizing the orchestration of activities within the classroom and
125thus supporting the teacher in implementing collaborative learning scenarios), whereas
126micro-scripts take a more bottom–up and psychological approach (emphasizing the
127activities of individual learners and thus facilitating learners to engage in specific socio-
128cognitive processes when learning together).

129Q2Approaches to the specification of collaboration scripts

130Some attempts at specifying collaboration scripts have been made and contributed to the
131development of our framework (namely those by Dillenbourg 2002; Dillenbourg and
132Jermann 2006; Kollar et al. 2006), each of which we will briefly describe:
133In a pioneering attempt to analyze collaboration scripts, Dillenbourg (2002) identified a
134number of aspects that served as a preliminary framework for script comparison and design.
135Dillenbourg (2002) described scripts as a sequence of phases, each characterized by the
136following five attributes: type of task to be accomplished, group formation (and
137composition), distribution of the task within and among groups, type and mode of
138interaction (e.g., co-located vs. remote, synchronous vs. asynchronous, text-based vs.
139voice-based, etc.), and timing of the phase. From phase to phase, each of these attributes
140can change. The allocation and re-allocation of roles and activities, as well as physical or
141virtual resources, are considered to be part of the task distribution.
142In a recent approach, Dillenbourg and Jermann (2006) expanded the scope of
143collaboration scripts to encompass more than just small group interaction. While
144collaborative activities are still regarded as being essential to the learning process and
145constitute the core learning mechanism, integrative scripts also include individual activities
146and activities encompassing a whole class. Thus, collaborative core scripts are positioned
147within a didactic envelope; that is, pre- and post-structuring activities that enable scripts to
148be optimally integrated into the lesson plan (e.g., introducing the topic, reflecting on what
149was discussed, etc.) and which contribute to their effectiveness and consistency. The
150integrative aspect of scripts becomes even more evident in the case of computer-supported
151collaboration scripts, in which scripts integrate virtual with physical activities and manage
152the data flow between them. For example, in the ArgueGraph Script (Table 1), discussion
153across a whole class is based on a graph that was computed from individual responses
154priorly collected in the form of a questionnaire. According to Dillenbourg and Jermann
155(2006), the didactic envelope features two salient dimensions: The time structure and the
156social structure of scripts. As for the time structure, each activity within a script can be
157mapped onto a certain phase or point of time in the overall sequence and is also limited in
158its duration. Regarding the social structure, activities can be mapped onto specific social
159planes (individual, group, class, community or world) on which an activity is to be carried
160out (i.e., activities on the class plane will involve all students in the class). The core script
161within the didactic envelope typically involves a task distribution among all group
162members. Dillenbourg and Jermann (2006) viewed interaction as the means of overcoming
163these task divisions and proposed a model, according to which the nature of the task
164distribution also determines the nature of the members’ interaction (e.g., explanation,
165argumentation, mutual regulation, etc.). Following Schwartz’ (1995) definition of
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166collaborative learning as the effort necessary to build a shared understanding, learning
167results from the interactions that students engage in to build a shared understanding despite
168the fact that the task is distributed (Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006). According to the
169design principle ‘Split Where Interaction Should Happen’, the model was named SWISH.
170In another recent approach, Kollar et al. (2006) compared scripts from two research
171traditions: Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) and instructional psychol-
172ogy. Five conceptual components were identified according to which scripts could be
173differentiated: Objectives, activities, sequencing, roles, and types of representation.
174Scripts from both research traditions had similar objectives regarding the group task.
175However, as all of the CSCL scripts made use of computer-mediated communication, a
176major part of these scripts was devoted to the support of smooth and coherent

t1.1Table 1 Summary of collaboration script examples

Name (Source) Summary t1.2

MURDER Script (Dansereau et al.
1979)

MURDER is short for Mood, Understanding, Recall, Detection, Q4
Elaboration, and Review. Students learn in pairs from a textbook, one
being the summarizer and the other the listener. After setting the
mood for studying, both read a text passage for understanding. The
Summarizer recalls what has been read while the listener detects
errors or omissions and gives feedback. Then both elaborate on the
read passage and repeat everything with switched roles for the next
passage of text. Finally, both review the read passages and reflect on
what they have learned. t1.3

Universanté Script (Dillenbourg
and Jermann 2006)

Students from different nations solve problem cases in mixed and
changing teams. Each case is first read and discussed in teams of
mixed nations. National teams then inform each other about the cases
read and create a national fact sheet. These national fact sheets are
then compared and compiled by teams of students with thematically
similar cases (mixed nations). These same teams present their
compiled fact sheets to other teams of their same nationality and
receive feedback. Finally, students return to their initial case group
and work out a case solution. t1.4

ArgueGraph Script (Dillenbourg
and Jermann 2006)

Students first individually argue for or against items on a questionnaire.
Their opinion is plotted onto a two-dimensional graph. Students with
highly conflicting opinions (point distance in the graph) are grouped
together in pairs and receive another copy of the questionnaire to fill
out. Students discuss what arguments to write for each item. The
teacher collects the questionnaires and helps each small group in turn
to elaborate on and revise their arguments. The teacher then groups
all arguments by item. Finally, each student is assigned one item for
which to write a synthesis of all arguments. t1.5

Social Script (Weinberger et al.
2005)

Three cases studies are analyzed and reviewed by groups of three
students in parallel. Each student writes a case analysis, then critiques
the other two written case analyses and finally revises his/her own
case analysis based on the critiques received by the other students.
Both roles of case analyst and constructive critic are additionally
supported with text prompts that learners are supposed to act out,
such as “These aspects are not clear to me yet”; “We have not reached
consensus concerning these aspects”; and “My proposal for an
adjustment of the analysis is” for the critic’s role. t1.6

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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177communication and coordination with respect to the inherent weaknesses of the medium
178(e.g., Herring 1999). Although scripts did not differ much in the kind of activities that
179they promoted (e.g., arguing, explaining, question asking), scripts from instructional
180psychology gave much more support when it came to how to carry out these activities
181(through training or detailed instruction). CSCL scripts typically lacked a prescribed
182sequential structuring of activities, although the interface sometimes implicitly induced a
183certain sequence of activities. Also, CSCL scripts often lacked clear role distribution in
184contrast to scripts from instructional psychology. Scripts from both traditions were rather
185inconsistent in the way which they were represented during the learning phase (e.g.,
186represented internally in the learners’ mind or represented externally by buttons on the
187screen, prompt cards, etc.). These findings highlight the diversity of scripts, both in
188realization as well as in function and purpose.

189Q2Specifying collaboration scripts—a framework

190Based on the works of Dillenbourg (2002), Dillenbourg and Jermann (2006) and Kollar et
191al. (2006), we aim to propose a framework that consolidates recent approaches with current
192ideas and conceptualizations of our research. The framework will be illustrated with four
193collaboration scripts that cover a wide range of possible script designs (summarized in
194Table 1).
195Our framework distinguishes between different levels of abstraction for the specification
196of scripts. At the highest level of abstraction are the so called script schemata (Dillenbourg
197and Jermann 2006). Schemata describe the core design principle through which the script is
198expected to trigger specific interactions. For instance, many scripts use a variation of the
199Jigsaw method (Aronson et al. 1978) and form pairs with complementary information.
200Other scripts pair learners with contradictory knowledge or opinions in order to create
201socio-cognitive conflict, or assign and alternate roles that foster reciprocal activities, such as
202questioning or tutoring. Accordingly, these core design principles are referred to as the
203Jigsaw schema, the conflict schema or the reciprocal schema (Dillenbourg and Jermann
2042006). Besides these schemata, it is expected that further schemata exist, which we aim to
205identify in the future. However, for the purpose of specification and subsequent
206formalization, we target a level of abstraction that is below that of script schemata and
207can still be generalized to allow for adaptation to the learning context, for example, the
208number of participants and the kind and content of resources. Dillenbourg and Jermann
209(2006) refer to this level as the level of script classes, which cover a range of scripts
210representing acceptable variations of a prototype. For example, the Universanté Script is a
211prototype of the Jigsaw schema, whereas the ArgueGraph Script is a prototype of the
212conflict schema (see Table 1). This level of abstraction also allows us to describe the
213structural composition of both macro- and micro-scripts.
214Regarding the structural composition of scripts, we distinguish between mechanisms
215on the one hand and components on the other. This distinction has not been made in
216earlier approaches. For example, Kollar et al. (2006) regarded role distribution as a script
217component, whereas we refer to roles as a component and distribution as a mechanism.
218Furthermore, we do not regard earlier components such as type of representation or mode
219of interaction as either mechanism or component, because these aspects are merely design
220decisions that can be used to build variations of one and the same script class. The script
221components and mechanisms will be presented separately in the following sections and
222will be illustrated with script examples in Tables 2 to 5.
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223Q2Script Components

224Our framework aims to be economic in enabling scripts to be described with just the small
225number of components shown in Table 2: the individuals that participate in a script, the
226activities that they engage in, the roles they assume, the resources that they make use of,
227and the groups they form.

228Q2Participants

229The term participants is used synonymously with users, persons, or people; in other words,
230as a general abstraction of concrete individuals. Scripts usually have certain requirements
231regarding the total number of participants that they can handle, sometimes given as a
232variable range (e.g., from three to eight participants) or as a multiple of another script
233component (e.g., two participants per text book). Scripts may also take into account specific
234participant characteristics, such as individual opinion or knowledge in a domain. For

t2.1Table 2 Components of collaboration script examples

Name MURDER Script Universanté Script ArgueGraph Script Social Script t2.2

Participants An even number of
participants

Participants from at
least two nations
with at least as many
participants per
nation as there are
case descriptions

An even number of at
least four
participants (works
best with 20–30
participants) and a
tutor

An amount of
participants that must
be divisible by three t2.3

Activitiesa a) relaxing, focusing;
b) reading,
monitoring
comprehension;
c) summarizing,
explaining;
d) monitoring,
giving feedback;
e) elaborating;
f) reviewing,
reflecting

a) analyzing and
elaborating the case;
b) summarizing and
explaining;
c) analyzing,
comparing and
relating new
information to
personal prior
knowledge;
d) giving feedback
and critiquing;
e) problem solving

a) justifying opinions
and constructing
arguments;
b) comparing,
evaluating, and
elaborating;
c) negotiating and
constructing
arguments;
d) explaining and
justifying opinions;
e) summarizing and
making connections

a) applying theoretical
concepts to cases and
constructing
arguments;
b) critiquing (initially
scaffolded with
prompts for eliciting
clarification,
identifying
conflicting views and
constructing counter-
arguments) t2.4

Roles A summarizer and a
listener

None None An analyst and two
critics t2.5

Resources Learning material
with a small
number of text
passages

Case descriptions
from at least two
themes, with at least
two case
descriptions per
theme.

One questionnaire for
each participant and
another copy for
each small group.
One argument sheet
per questionnaire
item.

Three case
descriptions t2.6

Groups Pairs Theme groups, case
groups and national
groups

Class group and pairs Case groups t2.7

t2.8a Letters are cross-references to activities listed in Table 5

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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236the Universanté Script utilizes participants with different background knowledge.

237Q2Activities

238The kinds of activities specified are highly relevant to the type and degree of learning
239taking place (King 2006). Activities form a hierarchical structure in which any greater
240activity can be decomposed into lesser, more fine-grained activities, and any lesser activity
241can be subsumed by greater, more coarse-grained activities. For instance, discussing can be
242decomposed into explaining, constructing counter-arguments, question asking, etc., and
243asking somebody to check a report for mistakes can be generalized as help-seeking.
244Moreover, activities are provided with different degrees of scaffolding. When learners are
245assumed to be proficient with a specified activity, a much lower degree of scaffolding
246(down to none) is needed than with activities they are not proficient with. In the Social
247Script, for example, the activity of critiquing is initially scaffolded with prompts (sentence
248starters) for eliciting clarification, identifying conflicting views and constructing counter-
249arguments, because learners typically lack the knowledge of how to effectively engage in
250critiquing (see Table 2). These prompts may be faded out when the learners become more
251competent. Finally, it needs to be kept in mind that activities can be described from

t3.1Table 3 Task distribution mechanism in collaboration script examples

Name Task distribution t3.2

MURDER Script Each pair receives the learning material. Within each pair, one participant assumes the
role of summarizer and the other the role of listener. t3.3

Universanté Script Each case group receives one case description. t3.4
ArgueGraph Script In the survey phase, all participants receive a copy of the questionnaire. In the conflict

and elaboration phase, each small group receives another copy of the questionnaire.
In the reflection phase, each participant receives one argument sheet. t3.5

Social Script Each case group receives one case description. Roles are distributed in such a way that
each participant assumes the role of analyst in one case group and the role of critic in
all other case groups. t3.6

t4.1Table 4 Group formation mechanism in collaboration script examples

Name Group formation t4.2

MURDER Script All participants are grouped into pairs. t4.3
Universanté Script For each case description, one case group is formed, composed of at least one

participant per nation, balanced amongst the groups. For each theme, one theme
group is formed, composed of all case groups related to the theme. t4.4

ArgueGraph Script In the survey phase, all participants together form the class group. In the conflict and
elaboration phase, participants form pairs composed of participants with maximal
difference in their questionnaire responses. t4.5

Social Script All participants are grouped by the number of case descriptions. For each case
description, one case group is formed that consists of all participants. Thus, each
participant becomes member of all case groups although with different roles in each:
Each participant is the responsible analyst for one case and critic for all other cases.
The number of participants equals the number of case descriptions. t4.6

L. Kobbe, A. Weinberger, et al.
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t5.1Table 5 Sequencing mechanism in collaboration script examples

Name Sequencinga t5.2

MURDER Script Within each pair, both participants set the Mood for studying. (a) t5.3
Within each pair and for each passage of text: t5.4
... both participants read the text for Understanding. (b) t5.5
... the summarizer Recalls what has been read. (c) t5.6
... the listener Detects errors/omissions and gives feedback. (d) t5.7
... both participants Elaborate on the read material. (e) t5.8
... after each cycle, participants rotate roles. t5.9
Within each pair, both participants Review the learning material and reflect on what
they have learned. (f) t5.10

Universanté Script Within each case group, all participants read and discuss the case. (a) t5.11
Within each national group, the members of each theme group in turn present a
synthesis of their case experience. (b) t5.12

Within each theme group, the members of each national group create a fact sheet
concerning the theme’s status within their nation. (b) t5.13

Within each theme group, all participants discuss the similarities and differences
between the fact sheets of different nations. (c) t5.14

Within each nation group, and for each theme group in turn: the members of the theme
group present their fact sheet. (d) t5.15
everybody else provides comments on the presented fact sheets. (e) t5.16
the members of the theme group modify their fact sheet according to the
comments. (b) t5.17
Within each case group, all participants propose a solution for the case problem. (f) t5.18

ArgueGraph Script Survey phase: t5.19
Within the class group, all participants individually fill out the first copy of the
questionnaire. (a) t5.20

The tutor displays the aggregated results of the questionnaire (the participants’ choices
are plotted as points in the graph) to the participants. t5.21

Within the class group, all participants jointly discuss the displayed results of the
questionnaire. (b) t5.22

Conflict phase: t5.23
Small groups are formed based on each participant’s responses to the questionnaire t5.24
Within each small group, all participants jointly fill out the second copy of the
questionnaire, i.e., they negotiate on a single choice and generate a shared argument
for this choice. (c) t5.25

Elaboration phase: t5.26
The tutor collects all questionnaires t5.27
For each small group in turn, the tutor asks participants to comment on their
arguments and gives advice on how to relate their arguments to theories and
concepts. (d) t5.28

For each item of the questionnaire, the tutor compiles all choices and arguments from
each small group on an argument sheet t5.29

Reflection phase: t5.30
The tutor distributes one argument sheet to each participant t5.31
Within the class group, each participant individually writes a synthesis of all
arguments on the argument sheet. (e) t5.32

Social Script Within each case group: t5.33
the analyst writes a case analysis. (a) t5.34
...wait for all case group analysts to be done each critic in turn writes a first critique of
the case analysis. (b) t5.35

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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252different angles, such as ‘writing a case analysis’ compared to ‘applying theoretical
253concepts to cases.’ While the former wording reflects the mode and outcome of an activity
254(which is especially useful from a computational point of view), the latter is more helpful in
255terms of determining the cognitive processes underlying the activity. This is particularly
256evident in the case of the ArgueGraph Script where the activity of ‘filling out a
257questionnaire’ could mean anything from reporting personal habits to solving text
258problems, but in this case implies the learners’ engagement in cognitive activities such as
259constructing arguments and justifying opinions. Therefore, script examples in Table 2 and
260Table 5 provide a description of activities from both angles (cross-referenced with letters).

261Q2Roles

262A simple function of roles in collaboration scripts is to refer to specific participants when
263assigning activities or allocating resources. However, roles also provide a kind of
264legitimacy and are associated with privileges, obligations and expectancies. For example,
265a person in the role of the critic has the legitimacy to criticize another student’s work, the
266privilege to speak out frankly, the obligation to justify the critique, and is expected to point
267out shortcomings as well as ways of improvement. As roles are closely tied to learning
268activities, their title is usually predictive of the activities that participants are allowed,
269obliged or expected to engage in (e.g., the role of “summarizer” and “listener” in the
270MURDER Script). Thus, specific roles may foster particular learning activities, such as a
271‘scientist’ promoting planning, observing, and drawing conclusions. Participants may
272assume one or more roles at any given time and can exchange these roles with other
273participants. Even if no explicit role assignment takes place, collaboration scripts may
274implicitly assume a specific ‘non-role condition’ in order to prevent counterproductive self-
275appointment of roles. For instance, it is often not desirable for small groups to allow one
276participant assume the self-appointed role of group leader.

277Q2Resources

278Resources in general comprise virtual or physical objects that can be allocated to script
279participants (e.g., text books, links to websites, etc.). Some resources may be predefined
280objects offering important information (information sources like websites, articles, etc.) or
281functionality (tools like calculators, online dictionaries, etc.) whereas others may be created

Table 5 (continued)

Name Sequencinga t5.36

...wait for all case group critics to be done the analyst considers each critique and
writes a reply to each. (a) t5.37

...wait for all case group analysts to be done each critic in turn reads the reply and
writes a second critique. (b) t5.38

...wait for all case group critics to be done... the analyst considers all critiques and
revises the case analysis. (a) t5.39

Note: The roles of each participant rotate twice over the course of the script. Each
participant begins with the role of analyst and changes his/her role to the first critic,
second critic, etc. This cycle is repeated twice and ends with each participant resuming
the role of analyst. t5.40

t5.41
a Letters are cross-references to activities listed in Table 2
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282or significantly modified during the script (editable products, such as fill-out questionnaires
283and written notes). Within this framework, resources are not restricted to tangible objects,
284but may in effect encompass everything the learning activities operate on, such as verbal
285and non-verbal productions. Although resources have not been identified as script
286components in earlier approaches, they are important within the context of scripts because
287they often constitute a common object of or reason for interaction. Resources often foster
288interaction in that they are distributed amongst learners in a way that induces social
289interdependence (i.e., each learner needs access to the others’ resources), a method
290commonly employed in collaborative learning scenarios such as Jigsaw (Aronson et al.
2911978; see the Universanté Script, which is based on the Jigsaw method) and conceptualized
292in the SWISH-model by Dillenbourg and Jermann (2006).

293Q2Groups

294Groups generally form a hierarchical structure with larger groups being composed of one or
295more smaller groups. Participants can be grouped in terms of existing common features
296such as gender, age or national groups (ala the Universanté Script) or can be distributed into
297new groups based on certain criteria such as desired group size, amount, or composition
298(see the group formation mechanism). Participants can also become members of multiple
299and overlapping groups. In the Social Script, for instance, each participant is a member of
300all case groups, but with different roles in each group.

301Q2Script Mechanisms

302Script mechanisms help to describe the distributed nature of scripts; that is, how activities,
303roles, and resources are distributed across participants (task distribution), how participants
304are distributed across groups (group formation) and how both components and groups are
305distributed over time (sequencing). Each of these mechanisms features particular principles
306that are important for issues of scalability (e.g., for applying the same script to a varying
307number of participants) and later formalization.

308Q2Task Distribution

309A key feature of scripts is the distribution of the task, such as providing participants with
310only one piece of the information that they need in order to foster knowledge exchange with
311one another. Decomposable activities can also be distributed in such a way that one learner
312engages in a cognitive activity while the other learner engages in a supportive
313metacognitive activity. Distribution typically makes use of a function; in other words, the
314elements of one set (e.g., roles) are mapped through a specific function (e.g., one-to-one)
315onto the elements of another set (e.g., participants). In some cases, this function may
316become quite complex, such as arranging roles, participants and groups in such a way that
317each participant assumes a different role in each group (see the Universanté Script in
318Table 3).

319Q2Group Formation

320While some groups just happen to exist by definition (e.g., gender groups such as men and
321women or hair color groups such as blondes, brunettes and redheads), other groups must be

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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322formed by a particular procedure or principle. In most cases, group formation is very
323simple, such as forming groups by amount (e.g., dividing a class into four groups), by size
324(e.g., dividing a class into groups of four) or by a combination thereof (e.g., forming four
325groups of four). Some scripts make use of more complicated principles that do not only take
326into account group numbers and size, but also the composition of each group and the
327overall balance among the groups (see Table 4).

328Q2Sequencing

329Collaboration scripts provide a temporal structure for interaction; that is, they specify the
330order in which events and activities are to take place. The sequence is typically designed
331according to a theoretical model (e.g., the inquiry cycle model by White and Frederiksen
3321998). Script sequences are often divided into distinct segments, referred to as phases (see
333the ArgueGraph Script in Table 5), that provide a helpful point of reference for students and
334teachers and are frequently used for managing time. Scripts are not limited to a strictly
335linear sequence of activities, but may also feature complex sequential arrangements with
336loops and branches. Many collaboration scripts make use of repetitions with minor
337variations: In the case of the MURDER Script, for instance, the text passage and role
338allocations change with each cycle. Further common sequencing patterns are traversion,
339rotation and fading. Traversion describes a sequence in which all elements of one set are
340looped through, with only one element being in use at any given time (the text passage in
341the MURDER Script). This is often used to give students the chance to practice the same
342activities on different sets of data. Rotation permutates the order of elements in a given set
343(the roles in the MURDER Script) and is frequently used to give each student the
344opportunity to engage in each activity. Fading refers to features that are gradually added
345(faded in) or removed (faded out) from a script and is often used to gradually increase or
346decrease the degree of scaffolding in activities.

347Conclusions

348Beginning with a review of the original conception of scripts for collaborative learning, we
349presented recent approaches toward a specification of collaboration scripts. We then
350presented and elaborated on a number of essential components and mechanisms that
351constitute a script, namely participants, activities, roles, resources and groups as
352components and task distribution, group formation and sequencing as mechanisms.
353The proposed framework serves a variety of different purposes. First of all, it provides a
354common terminology as the cornerstone for knowledge exchange and accumulation in
355scientific research on scripting collaborative learning. It is aimed at facilitating the
356systematic exploration of script mechanisms as well as the comparison and integration of
357research results. Nevertheless, the framework does not impose a specific theoretical
358perspective on the interplay of script components and mechanisms, but is rather intended to
359be useful within a wide range of theories. For practitioners, the components and
360mechanisms elaborated here may serve as a checklist for the design of scripted CSCL
361environments, as they are of high relevance to collaborative learning. We also expect the
362prototypical examples to be useful as models of good practice.
363In the near future, we aim to go beyond the semi-formal description demonstrated in the
364script examples to a formal modelling language that can be used in computer-supported
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365learning environments. Because the linear structure of text-only representations is ill-suited
366to model concepts such as rotation, fading, or traversion, at least part of the formal language
367will use a graphical notation. The use of UML activity or state diagrams for the modelling
368of collaboration scripts has been discussed recently (Haake and Pfister 2007; Harrer and
369Malzahn 2006) and can be used as a reference point for graphical notations. We plan to
370design a visual language that relies on the formal semantics of these notations, yet uses
371graphical elements for the concepts of the framework we presented here.
372Nevertheless, we believe that a semi-formal script description is more than just a
373transitional step in the formalization process and is in itself valuable: Many researchers and
374practitioners (even in the field of technology-enhanced learning) may not feel at ease with
375reading formal, computational languages, let alone applying this formalism in transcribing
376scripts that they have designed themselves. Thus, a semi-formal description may serve as an
377intermediate representation that bridges the gap between differing demands.
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